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Abstract- Recommendation process plays an important role in many applications as W.W.W. Recommender systems use the users, items, and ratings information to predict how other users will like a particular item. An important response to the information overload problem is provided by the recommender system, as it presents users more personalized and practical information services. In the recommender systems field Collaborative Filtering (CF) is one of the most successful technique. For users based on their neighbor's preferences Collaborative filtering creates better suggestions. Current CF suffers from poor accuracy, scalability, data sparsity and big-error prediction. As the number of users and items in recent years are growing rapidly poses some key challenges for recommender systems. In this paper, we borrow ideas of object typicality from cognitive psychology and propose a novel Object typicality-based collaborative filtering recommendation method (OTCO), It outperforms many CF recommendation methods on recommendation accuracy (in terms of MAE) in MovieLens data set. In our propose method main approach is to cluster the all items into several item groups by applying k-means clustering algorithm. To help users to search items more easily and to improve the accuracy and quality of the recommendation.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Recommender systems found their application in the field of e-commerce and internet where items suggest to a group of user on the basis of their requirement based on their area of interest. A recommendation system is an information filtering system that built a model from the characteristic of an item according to the rating or prediction, given by a user to an item. Recommendation system has an important component in social media sites (such as Amazon, IMDB, Movie Lens), social sites giants such as Amazon have been greatly gained from the capability of their recommenders in accurately delivering the correct item to the correct user [17]. Collaborative filtering (CF) is an important and popular technology for recommender system. CF methods are classified into user-based CF and item-based CF. The basic idea of user-based CF approach is to find out a set of users who have similar favor patterns or interest to a given user and the basic idea of item-based CF approach is to find out a set of items having highest correlation with the given item. In reality, people may like to group items into categories, and for each category there is a corresponding group of people who like items in the category [18]. Cognitive psychologists find that objects (items) have different typicality degrees in categories in real life [19], [20], [21]. But these collaborative filtering methods have facing some problems like-

- Data Sparsity.
- Recommendation accuracy.
- Big-error Prediction.
- Scalability.

An important feature of the Object typicality-based collaborative filtering recommendation (OTCO) is that it finds the “neighbors” of users by measuring users’ similarity based on typicality degrees of user in user groups, which differentiates it from previous methods. Object typicality-based CF method has the advantages:

- It works well even with data sets,
- It can reduce the number of big-error predictions.
- It improves the accuracy of predictions

II. EXISTING WORK
A. Object Typicality
Object membership is different from object typicality, according to the study of cognitive psychology. The object typicality is a measure of the goodness degrees of objects [19], and the object membership is a measure of degrees of objects belonging to a concept. Psychologists find that people generally are more interesting in typical objects than a typical one in concepts [17]. Object typicality always depends on salient properties shared by most of the objects of that concept, which generally include both necessary and unnecessary salient properties for defining the concept prototype [3]. In the prototype view of concepts [7], a concept is represented by a prototype abstracted by the list of property that consists of the objects salient properties that are classified into this concept. An instance typicality can be determined by the number of its properties which it shares with the concept prototype. For example, the prototype of the concept “bird” will probably appear in the property...
Currently, recommendation methods are mainly classified into recommending items to users, e.g., works in [13] [05]. There have been many works on recommendation systems and most of these works focus on developing new methods of recommending items to users, e.g., works in [13] [05]. Currently, recommendation methods are mainly classified into:

1) **Content-based Recommendation Systems:** The inspiration of these kind recommendation methods comes from the fact that people had their subjective evaluations on some items in the past and will have the similar evaluations on other similar items in the future [7]. These kind recommendation methods predict the preferences of active users on items based on the preferences of other similar users or items.

2) **Collaborative Filtering Recommendation Systems:** These kinds of recommendation methods predict the preferences of active users on items based on the preferences of other similar users or items. For the reason that collaborative filtering methods do not require well-structured item descriptions, they are more often implemented than content-based methods [7] and many collaborative systems are developed in academia and industry.

3) **Hybrid Recommendation Systems:** Several recommendation systems use a hybrid approach by combining collaborative and content-based methods, which helps to avoid some limitations of content-based and collaborative systems. A naive hybrid approach is to implement collaborative and content based methods separately, and then combine their predictions by a combining function, such as a linear combination of ratings or a voting scheme or other metrics.

### III. PROPOSED SYSTEM

#### A. Problem Statement

The main problem found in our existing system is a user with the recommendation on an item based on the other items with high correlations (i.e., “neighbours” of the item). It is significant to find users’ (or items’) neighbour in the similar set, but it is difficult to find correlation between users and items.

#### B. Model

In this paper, we borrow the idea of object typicality from cognitive psychology and propose a typicality-based CF recommendation approach named OTCO. The basic mechanism of object typicality-based CF recommendation is as follows: First, we cluster all items into multiple item groups. Second, we form a user group corresponding to each item group (i.e., a set of users who like items of a particular item group), in each of the user groups with all users having different typicality degrees. Third, we build a matrix known as user-typicality and measure similarities of users’ based on users’ typicality degrees in all user groups so as to select a set of “neighbours” of each user. Then, we predict the unknown rating of a particular user on an item based on the ratings of the “neighbours” of that user on the item. We propose a technique for an error-correction to suggest similar terms for the query keywords and return answers of the similar terms. To help users formulate high-quality queries, as user’s type in keywords, we suggest keywords that are topically (popularly) relevant to the query keywords and we propose a query expansion-based technique to recommend users relevant keywords.

**Advantages of Proposed System:**

1. It improves the predictions accuracy when compared with previous recommendation methods.
2. It reduces the number of big-error predictions.
3. It works well with sparse training data sets also.
4. Users will find relevant patents more easily and improve user search experience.
5. Users can modify their keywords and interactively issue queries.

**Explanation of figure 1** - The ratings are collected from the super user and are represented in the form of user-item matrix. The ratings of the super user are compared with other users in the rating database and their similarity are computed using Pearson’s correlation coefficient. Using the similarity values we cluster the users based on k-means clustering approach and find the top k-neighbors for producing recommendations. The recommendations from the top k neighbors are the products that the super user has not accessed yet that are given high ratings by their top neighbors. Proposed architecture follows using some parameters.
1) **Similarity**: The similarity of items and users can be measured by Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC). PCC obtains better performance [7] [14].

\[
S_{a,b} = \frac{\sum_{u} (r_{a,u} - \bar{r}_a) \times (r_{b,u} - \bar{r}_b)}{\sqrt{\sum_{u} (r_{a,u} - \bar{r}_a)^2} \sqrt{\sum_{u} (r_{b,u} - \bar{r}_b)^2}}
\]

where, 
- \(\bar{r}_a\) and \(\bar{r}_b\) are the average rating given to item ‘a’ and ‘b’ respectively.
- \(r_{a,u}\) = rating given by user u on item ‘a’.
- \(r_{b,u}\) = rating given by user u on item ‘b’.

2) **Prediction**: Item-based CF predicts an active user u likes the active item I [7] [14].

\[
P_{a,u} = \bar{r}_a + \frac{\sum_{b \neq I} S_{a,b} (r_{b,u} - \bar{r}_b)}{\sum_{b \neq I} S_{a,b}}
\]

where,
- \(P_{a,u}\) = predicted rating on the item a by the user u
- \(\bar{r}_a\) and \(\bar{r}_b\) are the average rating given to item a and b respectively.
- \(r_{b,u}\) = rating given by user u on item y.
- \(S_{a,b}\) = similarity of items.

**C. Results and Discussion**

1) **Data set description**: To evaluate our recommendation method, we use MovieLens data set, as this data set has been widely used in previous papers such as in [1]. We extract keywords of movies from the Internet Movie Database (IDMB), and regard such keywords as the descriptions of movies. It contains over 60,000 ratings provided by more than 900 users on 1,500 movies. Since the dataset is collected from social media, the expansion of the rated items (i.e., movies) is very large, leading to a sparsity value (i.e., ratio of known and all potential ratings in the item user matrix). The Sparsity level of the data set is 0.9555. Each user has rated at least 15 movies, and the ratings follow the 1 (bad) to 5 (excellent) numerical scale.

2) **Metrics**: To measure data accuracy, we use the mean absolute error (MAE) metric and it is defined as the average absolute difference between actual ratings and predicted ratings. MAE is a measure of deviation of recommendations from real user-rated ratings, and it is most commonly used and very easy to interpret. It is computed by averaging the all sums of the absolute errors of the n corresponding ratings prediction pairs, and can be formally defined as follows:

\[
MAE = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} |x_i - y_i|
\]

where, n is the number of rating-prediction pairs, \(x_i\) is an actual user-specified rating on an item, and \(y_i\) is the prediction for a user on an item given by the recommender system. A lower MAE value means that more accurately the recommendation method can predict users’ ratings. Thus, smaller the MAE values the recommendation is better.

3) **Impact of number of user groups**: In OTCO, the number of user groups is the same as the number of item groups. To test the sensitivity of different number of user groups (i.e., n), we run experiments for various n from 5 to 30, and the best results (with the most suitable parameter) on MAE. Although the MAE values for some n (e.g., n = 25) are a little bigger than those for other n (e.g., n = 20). Thus, we regard recommendation quality under different n as stable by setting an appropriate \(\gamma\) i.e. the threshold value.
recommendation scores are higher. The experiment shows items in the corresponding user and item groups, the object typicality. The higher typicality degrees of users and technique for improved recommendation system based on using clustering based CF approach and present a CF

In this paper, we investigate the recommendation system with different train/test ratios. The graph is showing the MAE and Test ratio estimation over the OTCO, IBCF, UBCF and EMDP. Here x axis shows the various test ratio and y axis shows the MAE.

### IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigate the recommendation system using clustering based CF approach and present a CF technique for improved recommendation system based on object typicality. The higher typicality degrees of users and items in the corresponding user and item groups, the recommendation scores are higher. The experiment shows the comparison of OTCO with IBCF, UBCF, and EMDP based on various test ratios and it shows that the object typicality-based method outperforms previous recommendation on recommendation quality. To deal with some of the challenges in CF, we propose a CF recommendation approach OTCO to cluster all the items into several item groups by using clustering algorithm.
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